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Abstract— Grid environments consist of the volatile integration of discrete heterogeneous resources. The notion of
the Grid is to unite different users and organisations and
pool their resources into one large computing platform where
they can harness, inter-operate, collaborate and interact. If the
Grid Community is to achieve this objective, then participants
(Users and Organisations) need to be willing to donate or share
their resources and permit other participants to use their resources. Resources do not have to be shared at all times, since
it may result in users not having access to their own resource.
The idea of reward-based computing was developed to address
the sharing problem in a pragmatic manner. Participants are
offered a reward to donate their resources to the Grid. A
reward may include monetary recompense or a pro rata share
of available resources when constrained. This latter point may
imply a quality of service, which in turn may require some
globally agreed reservation mechanism. This paper presents a
platform for economy-based computing using the WebCom
Grid middleware. Using this middleware, participants can
configure their resources at times and priority levels to suit
their local usage policy. The WebCom system accounts for
processing done on individual participants’ resources and
rewards them accordingly.
Keywords: WebCom, Economy-based computing, WebCom
Grid Bank Reward, Condensed Graph, Distributor, Accounting, Grid Point

I. I NTRODUCTION
A Grid environment is built upon the numerous hardware and software resources and services
available to the masses. The key role of any Grid
middleware in this situation is to harvest a large
number of geographically-dispersed heterogeneous
resources, and present them to the application developer or an end user as a single system. Many
different middlewares, such as Globus [14], Legion
[15] and GridSolve [6] offer solutions to these
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problems and today Grids using these technologies
can be easily constructed. Complications can arise
with Grid environments using these middlewares,
where participants are expected to donate their resources and allow others to use them. This is not
always practical, as some participants might not be
willing to donate their resources to others and the
resource provider does not encourage free use of
their resources. Many reasons for this are possible:
•

•

•

•

Participants may wish to recover some or all
of their investment in a particular resource/set
of resources. Therefore they may be unwilling
to permit free access to these resources.
Participants may not be guarantied priority
access to their own resources if they are shared.
This might impact on a decision to engage in
resource sharing, especially if the participant
expects to utilize its own resources frequently.
Participants may have concerns about the integrity of their resources if they allow others
to use them.
Credits might be lucrative however putting in
place the essential software and hardware infrastructure might be complicated. Participants
opt for a reward-based approach only when
there is sufficient gain in doing so.

Reward-based computing was conceived to address these problems. Participants are offered economic rewards for donating their resources to the
Grid. The word ‘reward’ signifies feasible contributions are paid for processing/sharing done on
resources. Currently, rewards can be the exchange
of currency, Grid points or tokens.
This paper presents a platform for reward-based
computing using the WebCom Grid middleware.
Using this software, participants can donate their resources to the Grid. Participants can configure their

resource availability and priority at times convenient
to them.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Economic Models are discussed in Section II. In
Section III, reasons for choosing a reward-based
computing model are sketched. In Section IV,
the use of WebCom as a reward-based computing
platform and how WebCom can schedule the jobs
on resources within their prescribed time limit is
discussed. In Section V, some sample executions
and outcomes are introduced. Finally, in Section VI,
conclusions and some future work are discussed.
II. E CONOMIC M ODELS

ON THE

G RID

The arrival of Grid computing exposed many
unsolved problems in the domain of scheduling and
job management systems. Recently, investigation
has turned towards economy-based scheduling and
job management. The main difficulty in constructing
a computational Grid based on economic resource
allocation is measuring the cost of resource usage.
Obviously, valuable resources dispersed across different organisations are highly dynamic, with varying hardware and software. Finding a discrete way
of charging for such resource usage may be difficult.
Previous work that addresses some economy based
models includes [8], [39] and [40]. These systems
measure the price of utilising specific resources by
transforming the value of using different type of
resources into a common currency [17]. Some of
these economic models are still under investigation
and have not found widespread use in today’s Grid
Environments.
As mentioned already, the resources that make
up a Grid can be dispersed across different administrative domains. Some of these domains share
their resources with the Grid for free and others
might only allocate their resources if they receive
payment or reward. It can be argued that to make
Grid Computing viable in the real world, incentivebased computing is very important: If everyone is a
consumer, then the Grid cannot function. Grid participants therefore have to be enticed to share their
resources. In the case of some Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
networks, users have to maintain a 1:1 downloadto-upload ratio in order to be allowed to participate
in that network. There are other P2P networks that
are not based on file sharing, but on the cooperation
model of resource usage (for example, the Jabbar

Instant messenger). All nodes in this network offer
services for each other, be it searching, uploading
or assisting message delivery.
A lot of research has gone into economy based
computing with respect to P2P systems. Some research papers ( [4], [41]) have categorized economy
models into two groups based on their mechanisms
and characteristics (weak and strong):
• Weak Models: In this type of model there is no
actual representation of cost as such. Offering
a service is not mandatory in this model. Some
weak models include the classic model, the
Higher Good/Charity model, and the common
interest model:
– Classic model: In this model participants
are not required to offer or share the services. Examples: Napster [37], Gnutella
[5], Freenet [10].
– Higher Good/Charity: In this model participants only contribute services but do
not use them. Examples: Seti@home [7],
Folding@home [24], Aids@home [32]
– Common Interest: This is similar to the
previous model. In addition, the service
provider may utilize the service. Example:
Collaborative work on cryptographic key
crack [33].
• Strong Models: In this type of model, service
offering is mandatory for the participants’ survival and existence within the system. Strong
models typically offer Micro Currency, External Billing and Force Sharing:
– Micro Currency: A virtual currency is established between all nodes, with services
utilized between the nodes being paid for
with this currency. A centralized authority
is needed to issue, deploy and authenticate
the currency to avoid inflation. Example:
Mojo Nation [1]
– External Billing: In this model, billing
of the service is done by an authority
outside the network. Example: Sun N1
Grid Engine 6 [3].
– Force Sharing: This model implements
a ‘Give and Take policy’: All the participants in this model have to share a
service in order to consume a service.
They should maintain an equal servicesharing and consuming ratio. Examples:

eDonkey [18], Overnet [23].

•

users (who are utilising the resources) and the
brokers (who perform matchmaking to choose
which resource is utilised by the end user).
In order to keep the Grid alive and growing,
services offered by the Grid should be charged.
These service may be open source software
executing on dedicated hardware. The infrastructure has to be maintained, serviced and
administered.

A. Opportunities for Profit

Fig. 1.

WebCom architecture

III. W HY

DO WE NEED E CONOMIC M ODELS IN A
G RID E NVIRONMENT ?

The Grid is a heterogeneous parallel and distributed system spanning, and owned by, multiple administrative domains across the globe. Grid
environments consist of collections of hardware
resources ranging from desktops and laptops to
supercomputers and mainframes, and a variety of
software systems running on these. Typically such
systems are not owned by a single domain or a
single user: They have a distributed ownership. In
addition, there may be users who do not own any
of the software or hardware resources, but merely
want to use the services offered by others. These
services may include computational services, data
management services, storage services and security
services. Therefore, to provide a proper balance
between supply offered by the providers and demand required by consumers, a suitable economic
model needs to be implemented. Such a model must
take account of each stakeholder’s interests. Some
reasons for providing an economic model are:
• To make a profit or achieve maximal return on
investment in resources.
• To differentiate Providers, Consumers and Brokers. This classification gives a clear notion
about the owners of the Grid resources, the end

At present, water, gas and electricity services
have become commodity requirements. Grid is a
new candidate for the commodity list serving uniform access to computational resources, data storage, security and other services, as it involves constrained access to a distributed collection of shared
resources. These resources may be either affordable
or unaffordable. Therefore, to provide monetary
benefits, proper tools must be developed. These
tools must result in efficient use of the available
resources. The following areas have been identified
as potential methods of profit making:
• Development of application-dependent Grid
middleware for sale to respective application
dependent domains, enterprises and industries.
Example: Platform Computing [2].
• Hosting of a Grid system/environment collating
abundant sets of resources and invitation to
consumers to use them and make money by
applying business models. Examples: IBM onDemand Computing [19], Sun N1 Computing
[36].
• Development of a Grid middleware/client/agent
and deployment within the academic resources.
These can be used to test business models
and analyze different results. Results from
the analysis can be published in International
Journals and Conferences. Example: Academic
Research Institutes involved in Grid Computing
Research through patenting their technology
and models.
B. Economic Models from the Past to the Present
Traditionally, the availability of goods has been
constrained by the locality of the supply of the
goods. Certain goods may not be available locally,
and hence have to be imported. The economic

models offered in the procurement of certain goods
can be identified as:
1) Monopoly [35]: One seller and many consumers model.
2) Monopsony [25]: One consumer and many
sellers model.
3) Oligopoly [38]: Small number of sellers and
many consumers model.
4) Commodity Market model [27]: Open markets and online Internet shopping.
5) Posted Price Model [9]: Similar to Commodity Market Model, but includes announcement of discounts and special offers.
6) Barter model [16]: Exchange of goods of
interest.
7) Bid Model [26]: eBay for example.
8) Tender/Contract Model
9) Proportional Models
10) Auction Models [26]
• Dutch Auction. [21]
• English Auction. [11]
• Double Auction [34]
• First Price Sealed Bid Auction
[30]
(Vickery method)
• Second Price Sealed Bid Auction. [30]

that would be required by the models described
previously. The only requirement is that the user
offering sufficient renumeration for job exectution.
It is therefore in the Providers best interests to
facilitate the user requirements in turns of quality
of service, guarantee of throughput and cost effectiveness.

C. Reasons to opt for Reward-Based Computing
The models illustrated in Section III-B and described in [8] are generally not suitable for rewardbased computing because:
• These are traditional economic models that
cannot be adapted to suit a Grid Computing
environment.
• There are no Quality-of-Service guarantees in
most of these models. They are prioritised for
one-sided deals giving all the advantages to the
Provider. Consumer preference and selection is
not a priority.
• The number of messages exchanged in Auction
models before the resources are mapped is an
overhead that can use most of the available
bandwidth before the service is initialized.
• For effective scheduling of the jobs, approximate application completion time should be
known to the consumer before the application
is run (budget constraints, deadline constraints,
time constraints).
The provision of reward-based computing means
the user does not need to specify any constraints

Fig. 2.

Reward-Based Distributor in WebCom

IV. R EWARD -BASED C OMPUTING
W EB C OM

USING

WebCom [29] is a ‘fledging Grid Operating
System’, designed to provide independent service
access through interoperability with existing middlewares. It is based on the Condensed Graph (CG)
[28] model of Computing, which is a graph based
model that uses Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs).
The core architecture of WebCom (see Fig. 1)
consists of the following modules:
• The Condensed Graph Engine Module, which
executes applications expressed as condensed
graphs by uncovering fireable instructions and
placing them in a Pool.
• The Distributor Module (see Fig. 2) performs
the actions found in the traditional scheduler
and load balancer. It receives instruction from
the pool and selects a client to execute an
instruction based on configured Policies and

•

•

•

•

•

Algorithms. Once a node is selected for distribution, it is placed in the clients server-side
allocation queue.
The Fault Tolerance Module monitors client
resources and executing applications and
reschedules work that was sent to machines that
failed.
The Security Module can be used to enforce
different security policies on executing applications.
The Communication/Connection Manager
Module is responsible for transporting nodes
to the selected WebCom instances.
The Information Module is responsible for providing the status of the resources and module
information of each WebCom instance.
The Job Manager is responsible for tracking the
execution of a job across the entire WebCom
network.

Fig. 3.

The WebCom Distributor Module.

Fig. 4.

Choosing appropriate clients within WebCom

A. Distributor Module
The Distributor (see Fig. 3) makes decisions
on when and where to distribute instructions. Its
operation is dictated by policies supplied both by
site owners (statically) and users (at application
runtime). Policies specify the behaviour of the Distributor module. These policies specify settings such
as when to request work and what algorithms to
use for load balancing. These algorithms include
Round Robin and FIFO. Users can supply their own
implementation of algorithms which can be used by
their policies.
Policies provide rules and heuristics that allow the
Distributor to make scheduling, load balancing and
communication decisions. The behaviour of each
WebCom instance is dictated by a hierarchy of policies. This hierarchy spans administration, system,
graph and node policies. The site policy supersedes
all others and is specified by the system owner.
Next in the order of precedence is the administration
policy, followed by graph and node policies. Graph
policies travel between WebComs with their associated graphs. Likewise, node policies travel with
associated nodes. Graph and node policies can be
supplied by the user at run time.
Policies are specified as text files, and hence
changing a policy requires little effort as no code
re-writing is needed. Policy changes can be carried
out dynamically. Policy specifications can include

heuristics such as pre-staging of data, node priorities and node groupings where, for example, interdependant nodes can be dynamically allocated to the
same machine for execution (perhaps due to sideeffects).
The Distributor Module has a pool of instructions
handed to it by the backplane. It iterates through this
pool, examining each instruction and its associated
policies to determine if it can be executed locally
or remotely (see Fig. 4). Client WebComs will then
pull those instructions allocated to them.
B. Accounting and Payment Mechanism
Economic models can be easily included within
the Distributor Framework. The economic model
is implemented through the inclusion of a specific client chooser algorithm and associated policy.
Hence, it is entirely possible that some node in a
graph may be executed under one economic model,
other nodes under a different economic model and
still other nodes under no economic model.

The WebCom Grid Bank (see Fig. 5) maintains
the financial accounts of both the Consumer and
Provider. This bank is trusted by both participants.
The payment mechanism used is based on the
Grid points obtained for executing jobs. This effectively assigns a score to each machine in the
Grid, based on the number of jobs executed. An
accounting/event-logging system is maintained in
the distributor. This keeps track of and logs, the
number of instructions executed on each of the
respective providers. As a job is executed, various
aspects of its progress are recorded in log messages
by every WebCom taking part in its execution.
Information stored in the job log includes the time
and location of the commencement and completion
of each node’s execution and the path taken during
propagation of the node to its execution location.
Because a WebCom network is not fully intercon- Fig. 5. Payment and Banking System
nected, nodes may have to be passed along a path
in order to reach their intended execution location.
If a job completes, either normally or abnormally,
its log file may be examined, allowing analysis of
the execution profile. For a job that has failed, this
analysis can provide insight into the ultimate cause
of the failure. Also, log messages can be viewed
in real-time so real-time decisions about payment
to providers can be easily made. Grid points are
credited to the Providers’ accounts based on the
number of executed instructions by a client. When Fig. 6. Mandelbrot Graph Application
the client wishes to cash in, they will contact the
WebCom Grid Bank to claim credit commensurate
authorise executions. These mechanisms, developed
to the number of Grid points they have earned.
for WebCom security [12] [13] [31], provide added
value to the economic models being developed. The
C. How the model works
procedure for executing an application using the
In a reward-based model, each WebCom server economic model developed is:
has a connected set of clients (providers). This
1) Interested clients (Providers) are discovered
defines the participants in the WebCom Grid. As
dynamically and can be addressed by routing
far as this model is concerned, if there are no
different message requests.
available clients, work will not be processed. The
2) A Condensed Graph(CG) application is submodel has no concept of deadlines for application
mitted to a WebCom Server.
completion. The application has to be completed
3) The graph is expanded by the CG Engine to
and client participating in executing the applicaproduce nodes. These nodes are passed on to
tion have to be credited. Initially, both client and
the pool.
provider will have some credit in a WebCom Grid
4) The pool containing the nodes is serviced by
bank [22] [20]. Providers are credited Grid points
the Distributor thread using an algorithm and
upon execution of certain instructions. These Grid
policies as specified by the economic model.
points are then exchanged for credit. Transaction
5) Nodes are pulled out by these clients for
security is provided by using secure SSL connecexecution. Grid points will be awarded to
tions between the clients and Keynote credentials to
clients based on the records maintained in

Throughput(instr/time)/Resources
<=5
6-10
11-20
21-30
32-40
41-50

R1(Grid pts)
1
2
8
10
14
18

R2(Grid pts)
0.5
3
5
11
14
19

R3(Grid pts)
1
5
7
12
18
23

R4(Grid pts)
2
8
10
14
15
25

R5(Grid pts)
0.2
9
4
13
16
28

R6(Grid pts)
1.5
11
9
10
15
28

TABLE I
C OST M ATRIX SHOWING THE COST IN TERMS OF G RID POINTS RELATIVE TO THE THROUGHPUT OF

EACH MACHINE .

G RID POINTS

INDICATE THE COST PER INSTRUCTION FOR A GIVEN THROUGHPUT

Resources
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6

Instructions executed
144
47
76
78
56
56

Total Execution time (seconds)
9
29
24
26
25
40

Throughput (instr/time)
16
1.62
3.167
3
2.24
1.4
Total cost =

Cost(Grid Pts)
1152
0.81
38.004
54
35.84
32.2
1312.854

TABLE II
E XECUTION P ROFILE

the Accounting module on how many instructions (throughput) have been executed by the
Clients.
6) Clients with these Grid points can visit the
WebCom Grid Bank and cash out.
V. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP

AND RESULTS

The experimental setup configuration is shown
in Fig. 7. For these experiments the economic
model employed considered only the providers and
consumers executing on the WebCom network. In
total, six providers and one consumer wishing to run
the application were used. The application executed
is represented by the graph in Fig. 6. The cost
matrix for instruction throughput for each provider
is shown in Table I. In a production environment,
this matrix would be based on the running costs
of the machines involved, such as power, cooling,
administration and maintenance. The event and logging system keeps track of the jobs executed on each
provider. Table II lists the number of instructions
executed by each provider. It also shows the total
time taken to execute these instructions. By cross
referencing the values in Tables I and II, it
can be seen that the cost of executing the graph
is 1312.854 Grid points. This sample execution
indicates how work can be appropriated using this

economic model. It is possible to alter the execution
profile based on the cost matrix. For example, if a
cost matrix is known a priori, the economic model
could be configured to schedule work based on any
number of factors such as minimum time (by selecting the clients that provided maximum throughput)
or minimum cost (by selecting the clients offering
the maximum throughput for a minimum cost).
Consider the profile shown for machines R5 and
R6. Here, both machines execute the same number
of instructions, with R5 executing its allocation 15
seconds faster than R6, albeit at an additional cost
of 3.64 Grid points. We can apply the following
reasoning to the decision making process: Is it
feasible to pay a additional 3.64 Grid points to
ensure a 15 seconds speedup in the execution of
these instructions?
However, this reasoning has to be balanced with
the delay incurred by scheduling the second batch
of instructions, i.e., should the decision be made
to execute the instructions on R5, it would take
50 seconds in total to execute all 112 instructions,
whereas machines R5 and R6 would take 25 and
40 seconds respectively. Assuming work has been
scheduled on both machines at the same time, the
worst-case scenario here would be that all 112 instructions are executed in 40 seconds. These results

illustrate the possible benefits in applying economic
models to the scheduling of instructions to clients.

•

•

these resources. When new service providers
are detected, an initial discovery process will
be launched to identify the resources provided
via the security credentials.
A Penalty system to penalize the providers who
fail to adhere to the agreements made.
Automated Banking for crediting/debiting participants’ accounts.
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High Level View of the Economic Setup
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